
 

Graphic Designer 
 

The Humane Space (www.thehumane.space) is seeking a highly creative and enthusiastic 
part-time graphic designer to work on a variety of tasks like: designing app content in Figma, 
social media posts, email communications, ads, and more.  

The Humane Space’s mission is to connect adults to wonder, curiosity, and awe through 
lifelong learning and introspective thinking.  

Our app takes an inter-disciplinary approach to learning and offers daily content on a wide 
variety of topics that range from geology to linguistics to literature. We utilize a wide array of 
media from text to audio to video to animation and illustration. The ideal candidate is someone 
comfortable in all formats who is highly creative and could bring fresh ideas to our brand.  
We’re a highly collaborate group and we welcome participation and ideas from all staff. 

We work completely remotely and value staff who are located outside of traditional urban 
centers.  

We’re looking for someone excited about working with us on a long-term basis, with the 
potential to move to a full-time position in the future.  

About you: 

• Highly creative and enjoy working with teams. 
• Enjoy learning about a wide array of topics. 
• At least three years of professional graphic design experience. 
• Strong UI design principles/understanding. 
• Candidates should be comfortable in a fast-paced start-up environment and be able to 

work quickly and accurately, writing on a range of subjects. 
• Bachelor’s degree, or equivalent combination of education, training, and experience. 
• You’re able to work regularly for us and can plan in advance when you want to take 

time off so we don’t have a gap in production. 
• Enthusiasm for technology, especially apps. 
• Strong organizational skills, as well as an eye for detail. 



• Ability to work quickly but accurately.
• Proficiency in Adobe Creative Suite, Figma, Google Docs. Wordpress experience is a

plus. 

To apply, please submit your resume, a cover letter, and a link to a portfolio to career@thehumane.space. 

All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, 
religion, sex, national origin, protected veteran status, or disability status. 

Job Type: Part-Time 


